Spectacular, splendid.… A story set in a village about mystery, growing up, learning how to decipher truth from untruth. 

Another excellent tale taken from the excellent Red Grouse collection. I really enjoyed this story: great characters, an intriguing premise and themes which tie in with the other Red Grouse tales. Highly recommended. 

I enjoyed the style of writing in this short story - much like Laurie Lee in way of descriptiveness, high praise indeed. 

You won’t even know what to believe. Soon, you are around dead stuffed animals, a missing bat, an interesting discussion about God, religion and evil and that is just where this tale begins.

Is the truth simply what one believes it to be? Were four deaths in the village coincidence or evil? Leslie Garland takes a seemingly innocuous tale about creepy taxidermy animals in a new direction that has you questioning faith, God, and evil. Mr. Garland has crafted a story that not only fits well with his other Red Grouse Tales, but also causes far more introspection than one expects from a tale! 

The Bat was written very well, from first to the very last sentence. It has a drama, crime, blood, witchcraft and religion packed up together in one extremely interesting and truth-seeking experience. 

The difference between good and evil isn’t always as easy to figure out as one might think. The final reason why I gave this book a perfect score is that it wrestled with so many intriguing questions about faith, morality, grief, and what it means to be a good person without spoon-feeding any answers to the audience.

The bat is about friendship, about growing up. You never truly know what is true or not. But you always can decide to believe or not… 

Another great tale with plenty of twists and turns. As beautifully descriptive as ever as if you can smell the dusty exhibits and feel the missing fur. 

One of the many reasons why I’m such a huge fan of Mr. Garland’s work is that it requires some effort from the reader in order to be understood. He’s the sort of writer who will give his audience a few important clues and then expect them to come to their own conclusions about what happened based on how they chose to interpret those clues.  The Bat chilled me to my core. It’s a must-read for anyone who loves though-provoking and intelligent stories.

